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Weight decompositions on étale fundamental groups

J.P.Pridham∗

July 23, 2013

Abstract

Let X0 be a smooth or proper variety defined over a finite field k, and let
X be the base extension of X0 to the algebraic closure k̄. The geometric étale
fundamental group π1(X, x̄) of X is a normal subgroup of the Weil group, so conju-
gation gives it a Weil action. For l not dividing the characteristic of k, we consider
the pro-Ql-algebraic completion of π1(X, x̄) as a non-abelian Weil representation.
Lafforgue’s Theorem and Deligne’s Weil II theorems imply that this affine group
scheme is mixed, in the sense that its structure sheaf is a mixed Weil representa-
tion. When X is smooth, weight restrictions apply, affecting the possibilities for
the structure of this group. This gives new examples of groups which cannot arise
as étale fundamental groups of smooth varieties.
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Introduction

Let X0 be a connected variety defined over a finite field k = Fq, equipped with a point
x ∈ X0(k), and let l be a prime not dividing q. If we set X := X0⊗k k̄, the embedding i :
π1(X, x̄) →֒W (X0, x) of the fundamental group into the Weil group gives a conjugation
action of the Weil group on the fundamental group. The Weil conjecture for H1(X, Ql)

∗The author is supported by Trinity College, Cambridge.
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can be re-expressed by considering H1(X, Ql)
∨ as the l-adic Weil representation V ,

universal among continuous Weil-equivariant group homomorphisms

π1(X,x)→ V,

and then stating that this Weil representation is mixed.

We consider a non-abelian version of this, by defining the pro-Ql-algebraic group
W̟1(X, x̄) to be the universal object classifying continuous W (X0, x)-equivariant ho-
momorphisms

π1(X, x̄)→ G(Ql),

where G ranges over all algebraic groups G over Ql equipped with continuous W (X0, x)-
actions. Representations of W̟1(X, x̄) are precisely π1(X, x̄)-subrepresentations of
W (X0, x)-representations.

We say that an algebraic Weil action on a pro-algebraic group G is mixed if the
structure sheaf O(G) is a sum of mixed Weil representations.

The Levi decomposition for pro-algebraic groups allows us to write

W̟1(X, x̄) ∼= Ru(W̟1(X, x̄)) ⋊ W̟red
1 (X, x̄),

where Ru(W̟1(X, x̄)) is the pro-unipotent radical of W̟1(X, x̄) and W̟red
1 (X, x̄) is the

pro-reductive completion of W̟1(X, x̄). This decomposition is unique up to conjugation
by Ru(W̟1(X, x̄)).

In Section 1, we use Lafforgue’s Theorem to show that for any variety, the Weil action
on W̟red

1 (X, x̄) is pure of weight zero. Deligne’s Weil II theorems then show that, if
X is smooth or proper, the Weil action on W̟1(X, x̄) is mixed. This can be thought
of as a direct analogue of the non-abelian Hodge theorems of [Sim]. One consequence
is that for any morphism f : X → Y of varieties over Fq, with X smooth and V any
semisimple constructible Ql-local system underlying a Weil sheaf on Y , the pullback
f−1V is semisimple.

The rest of the paper is dedicated to studying the Weil action on Ru(W̟1(X, x̄))
when X is smooth or proper, and thus establishing restrictions on the structure of
the fundamental group. In order to study the pro-unipotent extension W̟1(X, x̄) →
W̟red

1 (X, x̄), we use deformation-theoretic machinery. The group Ru(W̟1(X, x̄)) is the
universal deformation

ρ : π1(X, x̄)→ U ⋊ W̟red
1 (X, x̄)

of the canonical representation

ρ0 : π1(X, x̄)→ W̟red
1 (X, x̄),

for U pro-unipotent. In [Pri2], a theory of deformations over nilpotent Lie algebras with
G-actions was developed, and this enables us to analyse our scenario.

In Section 2, we use Deligne’s Weil II theorems to study Ru(W̟1(X, x̄)). If X
is smooth and proper, then the weight decomposition on Ru(W̟1(X, x̄)) splits the
lower central series filtration, and it is quadratically presented, in the sense that its
Lie algebra can be defined by equations of bracket length two. If X is merely smooth,
then Ru(W̟1(X, x̄)) is defined by equations of bracket length at most four. Since
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rigid representations of the fundamental group extend to Weil representations, these
properties are used to give new examples of groups which cannot occur as fundamental
groups of smooth varieties in finite characteristic.

This generalises the results of [Pri1] on deforming reductive representations of the
fundamental group. In this paper, we are taking a reductive representation

ρ0 : π1(X, x̄)→ G,

and considering deformations

ρ : π1(X, x̄)→ U ⋊ G

of ρ0, for U unipotent. Effectively, [Pri1] considers only U = exp(Lie(G) ⊗ mA), for
mA a maximal ideal of an Artinian local Ql-algebra. Since taking U = Ru(̟1(X, x̄))
pro-represents this functor when G = ̟red

1 (X, x̄), all examples can be understood in
terms of the structure of Ru(̟1(X, x̄)).

The structure result in the smooth and proper case is much the same as those
established in [Hai2] and [Pri2] for fundamental groups of compact Kähler manifolds.
Likewise, [Pri1] was the analogue in finite characteristic of Goldman and Millson’s results
on Kähler representations ([GM]).

1 The pro-algebraic fundamental group as a Weil repre-

sentation

1.1 Algebraic actions

All pro-algebraic groups in this paper will be defined over fields of characteristic zero
(usually Ql). All representations of pro-algebraic groups will be finite-dimensional.

Definition 1.1. Given a pro-algebraic group G, let O(G) denote global sections of the
structure sheaf of G. This is a sum of G×G-representations, the actions corresponding
to right and left translation. Let E(G) be the dual of O(G) — this is a pro-G × G-
representation. In fact, since any coalgebra is the sum of its finite-dimensional subcoal-
gebras, E(G) is an inverse limit of finite-dimensional (non-commutative) algebras.

E(G)-modules then correspond to pro-G-representations, and for a morphism G→
H and a pro-G-representation V , we define

IndH
GV := V ⊗̂E(G)E(H).

Definition 1.2. Given a discrete group Γ acting on a pro-algebraic group G, we define
ΓG to be the maximal quotient of G on which Γ acts algebraically. This is the inverse
limit lim

←−α
Gα over those surjective maps

G→ Gα,

with Gα algebraic, for which the Γ-action descends to Gα.

Lemma 1.3. The representations of ΓG are precisely those G-representations which
arise as G-subrepresentations of (finite-dimensional) G ⋉ Γ-representations.
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Proof. Given ΓG
θ
−→ GL(V ), there must exist an algebraic quotient group Gα of G

to which Γ descends, with θ factoring as ΓG → Gα → GL(V ). Now, since Gα is
an algebraic group, Aut(Gα) is also, and there is a homomorphism G ⋉ Γ → Hα :=
Gα ⋉ Aut(Gα). Since Gα →֒ Hα, the Gα-representation V is a subrepresentation of
the pro-Hα-representation IndHα

Gα
V , so for some quotient representation IndHα

Gα
V →W ,

the composition V → W must be injective. Thus V is a subrepresentation of the
G ⋉ Γ-representation W .

Conversely, Let V ≤W be G-representations, with W a G⋉Γ-representation. If we
let Gα be the image of G → GL(W ), then the adjoint action of Γ on GL(W ) restricts
to an action on Gα. Since the action of G on W preserves V , there is an algebraic map
Gα → GL(V ), as required.

Definition 1.4. Given a pro-algebraic group G, we will denote its reductive quotient by
Gred; this is the universal object among quotients G→ H, with H reductive algebraic.
Representations of Gred correspond to semisimple representations of G. We write Ru(G)
for the kernel of G→ Gred — this is called the pro-unipotent radical of G.

Lemma 1.5. Γ(Gred) = (ΓG)red. We will hence denote this group by ΓGred.

Proof. Note that in both cases, representations correspond to those semisimple G-
representations which arise as G-subrepresentations of (finite-dimensional) G ⋉ Γ-
representations.

The Levi decomposition, proved in [HM], states that for every pro-algebraic group
G, the surjection G→ Gred has a section, unique up to conjugation by Ru(G), inducing
an isomorphism G ∼= Ru(G) ⋊ Gred.

Lemma 1.6. Given a pro-algebraic group G, an automorphism F of G, and an element
g ∈ G, the action of F on G is algebraic if and only if the action of adg ◦F is algebraic.

Proof. First note that we have an isomorphism from G ⋊ 〈adg ◦F 〉 to G ⋊ 〈F 〉 fixing G,
given by sending adg ◦ F to g · F . Hence, by Lemma 1.3, FG = adg◦FG.

Corollary 1.7. The action of F on G is algebraic if and only if the corresponding
actions on Gred and Ru(G) are.

Proof. Without loss of generality, by the previous lemma, we may assume that F must
preserve the Levi decomposition (following conjugation by a suitable element of Ru(G)).
Write F = F redF u, for F u : Ru(G) → Ru(G), and F red : Gred → Gred. By Lemma 1.3
and Tannakian duality, FG is the image of G→ (G⋊ 〈F 〉)alg, the latter group being the
pro-algebraic completion of G ⋊ 〈F 〉.

Then note that we have an embedding

(G ⋊ 〈F 〉)alg →֒ (Ru(G) ⋊ 〈F u〉)alg ⋊ (Gred ⋊ 〈F red〉)alg,

so the map from G to the group on the left is an embedding if and only if the maps
from Gred,Ru(G) to the groups on the right are embeddings.

Lemma 1.8. Let F act on G ⋉ U , for G reductive and U pro-unipotent, with F pre-
serving and acting algebraically on G. If we also assume that HomG(V,U/[U,U ]) is
finite-dimensional for all G-representations V , then F acts algebraically on G ⋉ U .
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Proof. By the previous lemma, it suffices to show that F acts algebraically on U . Let
S be the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible representations of G. Since F acts
algebraically on G, the F -orbits in S are all finite. Let u := Lie(U), and take the
canonical decomposition u =

∏

s∈S us of u as a G-representation. Let T = S/F be the
set of F -orbits in S, giving a weaker decomposition u =

∏

t∈T ut, where ut =
∏

s∈T us.
F is then an automorphism of u respecting this decomposition; let H be the group

of all such automorphisms. We then have an embedding

U ⋊ 〈F 〉 →֒ U ⋊ H,

so it suffices to show that the group H is pro-algebraic, since this embedding must then
factor through (U ⋊ 〈F 〉)alg.

Choose a G-equivariant section to the map u → u/[u, u], and let its image be V .
The group H is a closed subspace of the space of all linear maps HomT (V, u) preserving
the T -decomposition. The hypothesis implies that Vs is finite-dimensional for all s ∈ S,
so Vt must be finite-dimensional for all t ∈ T , the F -orbits being finite. Thus H is an
affine group scheme, i.e. a pro-algebraic group, as required.

Lemma 1.9. If G is a pro-algebraic group, and we regard O(G) as a sum of
G-representations via the left action, then for any G-representation V , V ∨ ∼=
HomG(V,O(G)), with the G-action on V ∨ coming from the right action on O(G).

Proof. This follows immediately from [DMOS] II Proposition 2.2, which states that G-
representations correspond to O(G)-comodules. Under this correspondence, α ∈ V ∨ is
associated to the morphism which sends v ∈ V to the function g 7→ α(g · v).

Lemma 1.10. If an endomorphism F acts on a pro-algebraic group G and compatibly
on a G-representation V (i.e. F (g · v) = (Fg) · (Fv)), then the dual action of F on V ∨

corresponds to the action on HomG(V,O(G)) which sends θ to the composition

V
F
−→ V

θ
−→ O(G)

F ∗

−−→ O(G)

1.2 Weil actions

Let k = Fq, take a connected variety X0/k, and let X = X0 ⊗k k̄. Fix a closed point
x of X, and denote the associated geometric point x ⊗k(x) k̄ → X by x̄. Without
loss of generality (increasing q if necessary), we assume that k(x) ⊂ Fq. Let l be a
prime not dividing q, and consider the pro-Ql-algebraic completion ̟1(X, x̄) of the étale
fundamental group π1(X, x̄) of X. This is the universal object classifying continuous
homomorphisms

π1(X, x̄)→ G(Ql),

where G ranges over all algebraic groups G over Ql.
Recall that the Frobenius element gives a canonical generator of π1(Spec k) ∼= Ẑ,

and that the Weil group W (X0, x) is defined by

W (X0, x) = π1(X0, x̄)×
Ẑ

Z,

which has π1(X, x̄) as a normal subgroup. Observe that the conjugation action of
W (X0, x) on π1(X, x̄) then extends by universality to an action of W (X0, x) on ̟1(X, x̄).
Let Fx ∈W (X0, x) be the Frobenius element associated to x.
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Lemma 1.11. If W := W (X0, x) and F := Fx, then W̟1(X, x̄) = F̟1(X, x̄), with
representations of this group being those continuous π1(X, x̄)-representations which arise
as π1(X, x̄)-subrepresentations of Weil representations.

Proof. By Lemma 1.3, representations of W̟1(X, x̄) are continuous π1(X, x̄)-
subrepresentations of π1(X, x̄)⋉W (X0, x)-representations. These are precisely π1(X, x̄)-
subrepresentations of W (X0, x)-representations. Since W (X0, x) = π1(X, x̄) ⋉ 〈Fx〉,
these are the same as representations of F̟1(X, x̄). By Tannakian duality ([DMOS]),
this determines the quotient groups W̟1(X, x̄), F̟1(X, x̄) of ̟1(X, x̄), which must then
be equal.

Lemma 1.12. W̟1(X, x̄) is the image of the homomorphism ̟1(X, x̄)
i
−→ W (X0, x),

where W (X0, x) is the pro-algebraic completion of the Weil group W (X0, x).

Proof. Representations of Im (i) are those ̟1(X, x̄) representations V for which V →

Ind
W (X0,x)
̟1(X,x̄) is injective. By Lemmas 1.3 and 1.11, these are the same as W̟1(X, x̄)-

representations.

Definition 1.13. Given a pro-Ql-algebraic group G, equipped with an algebraic action
of the Weil group W (X0, x), we will say that this Weil action on G is mixed (resp. pure
of weight w) if O(G) is a sum of finite-dimensional Weil representations which are mixed
(resp. pure of weight −w). Note that if O(G) is pure, then it is pure of weight 0, since
the unit map Ql → O(G) must be Weil equivariant, so we always have a subspace of
weight 0.

Theorem 1.14. The natural Weil action on W̟red
1 (X, x̄) is pure (of weight 0).

Proof. Since W̟red
1 (X, x̄) is reductive, its category of representations is generated under

addition by the irreducible representations. Tannakian duality ([DMOS]) states that
O(W̟red

1 (X, x̄)) must then be dual to the pro-vector space of endomorphisms of the fibre
functor from the category of representations to the category of vector spaces. Similarly,
O(W̟red

1 (X, x̄)) ⊗Ql
Q̄l classifies Q̄l-representations, and is dual to the fibre functor

from representations over Q̄l. By Schur’s Lemma, scalar multiplications are the only
endomorphisms of irreducible representations over Q̄l.

If we write End(V ) for the space of endomorphisms of the vector space underlying
V , there is then an isomorphism of W̟red

1 (X, x̄)×W̟red
1 (X, x̄)-representations

O(W̟red
1 (X, x̄))⊗Ql

Q̄l
∼=

⊕

V ∈T

End(V ),

where T is the set of all isomorphism classes of irreducible representations V of
W̟red

1 (X, x̄) over Q̄l. By Lemma1.11, it follows that V is an irreducible representation of
π1(X, x̄) which is a subrepresentation of some W (X0, x)-representation. This is the same
as underlying a W (XFn

q
, x)-representation for some n, since W (XFn

q
) = π1(X, x̄)⋉ 〈Fn

x 〉.
From Lafforgue’s Theorem ([Del] Conjecture 1.2.10, proved in [Laf] Theorem VII.6

and Corollary VII.8), every irreducible Weil representation over Q̄l is of the form

V ∼= P ⊗ Q̄l
(b)

,
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for some pure representation P of weight zero. Now,

End(V ) ∼= V ∨ ⊗ V ∼= P∨ ⊗ P,

which is a pure W (XFn
q
, x)-representation of weight 0. Therefore

∑

i

End((F ♯
x)iV ) =

n−1
∑

i=0

End((F ♯
x)iV ) ≤ O(W̟red

1 (X, x̄))⊗ Q̄l)

is a pure Weil subrepresentation of weight 0. Hence O(W̟red
1 (X, x̄)) ⊗Ql

Q̄l and
O(W̟red

1 (X, x̄)) are also pure of weight 0, as required.

Lemma 1.15. If X is a smooth or proper variety, then W̟1(X, x̄) is the universal
group G fitting in to the diagram

̟1(X, x̄)→ G→ W̟red
1 (X, x̄),

with ker(G→ W̟red
1 (X, x̄)) pro-unipotent.

Proof. Since G and W̟1(X, x̄) are both quotients of ̟1(X, x̄), with G→ W̟1(X, x̄), it
suffices to show that the composition G → W (X0, x) is an embedding, or equivalently
that the Frobenius action on G is algebraic. By Lemma 1.8, it then suffices to show that
HomW̟red

1
(X,x̄)(V,U/[U,U ]) is finite-dimensional for all W̟red

1 (X, x̄)-representations V ,
where U is the pro-unipotent radical of G.

By studying derivations, we will see in Lemmas 2.3 and 2.6, and Proposition 2.8,
that HomW̟red

1
(X,x̄)(U/[U,U ], V ) is just

H1(̟1(X, x̄), V ) ∼= H1(π1(X, x̄), V ) ∼= H1(X, V),

which is finite-dimensional.

Proposition 1.16. The Weil action on G is mixed if and only if the the induced actions
on Gred and on the continuous dual vector space (Ru(G)/[Ru(G),Ru(G)])∨ are mixed.

Proof. We first choose a Levi decomposition G = Gred ⋉ Ru(G). The Weil action will
not usually preserve this decomposition. However, for each y ∈ X, we may choose an
element uy ∈ Ru(G) such that F ′

y := aduy ◦ Fy does preserve this Levi decomposition.
The key point is that uy acts unipotently on O(G).

Now, for any Weil representation V , the weight a subrepresentation Wa(V ) of V is
defined as the intersection of the weight n(y)a Fy-subrepresentations Wn(y)a(V, Fy) of

V , for all y ∈ X and |k(y)| = qn(y). Since aduy acts unipotently on O(G), we deduce
that

Wn(y)a(V, Fy) =Wn(y)a(V, F ′

y),

for all y ∈ X.
If we write u for the (pro-nilpotent) Lie algebra of Ru(G), and let u∨ denote its

continuous dual, then the isomorphism Ru(G) ∼= exp(u) and the Levi decomposition
give us an isomorphism

O(G) ∼= O(Gred)[u∨] =
⊕

n

O(Gred)⊗ Symmn(u∨),

7



which is F ′

y equivariant for all y ∈ X.
To say that a Weil representation is mixed is the same as saying that

V =
⊕

a∈Z

(
⋂

y∈X

Wn(y)a(V, Fy)),

and we have seen that for V = O(G) it is equivalent to replace Fy by F ′

y. Since O(Gred)
is mixed, and this property is respected by sums and tensor operations, it suffices to
show that u∨ is mixed for the F ′

y. This is the same as being mixed for the natural action
of the Fy on u∨, so it suffices to show that the latter is a mixed Weil representation.

Consider the lower central series filtration Γnu of u given by

Γ1u := u, Γn+1u = [u,Γnu],

so that u = lim
←−

u/Γnu. If u∨n := (u/Γn+1u)∨, then u∨ =
∑

u∨n , and it only remains to
show that the latter are mixed. Now there is a canonical map

u∨n/u∨n−1 →֒ CoLien(u∨1 ),

where CoLien is the degree n homogeneous part of the free co-Lie algebra functor. Since
this is a tensor operation, the right-hand side is mixed (u∨1 being mixed by hypothesis).

We next observe that if

0→ V ′ → V → V ′′ → 0

is a short exact sequence of ind-Weil representations with any two mixed, then the third
is; this completes the proof.

Theorem 1.17. If X is smooth or proper, then the natural Weil action on W̟1(X, x̄)
is mixed of non-positive weight.

Proof. By Theorem 1.14 and Proposition 1.16, it suffices to show that the Weil action
on (Ru(W̟1(X, x̄))/[Ru(W̟1(X, x̄)),Ru(W̟1(X, x̄))])∨ is mixed of non-negative weight.
By Lemma 1.15 and Lemma 1.9, we may alternatively describe this as

H1(X, O(W̟red
1 (X, x̄))),

where O(W̟red
1 (X, x̄)) is the sheaf on X corresponding to the vector space

O(W̟red
1 (X, x̄)) equipped with its left ̟red

1 (X, x̄)-action. The π1(X, x̄)-action on
(Ru(W̟1(X, x̄))/[Ru(W̟1(X, x̄)),Ru(W̟1(X, x̄))])∨ then comes from the right action
on O(W̟red

1 (X, x̄)), and by Lemma 1.10 the Frobenius action comes from the natural
Frobenius action on O(W̟red

1 (X, x̄)).
Now, as in Theorem 1.14, we may write

O(W̟red
1 (X, x̄))⊗Ql

Q̄l
∼=

⊕

V ∈T

End(V ),

where T is the set of all isomorphism classes of irreducible representations of
W̟red

1 (X, x̄). This is a sum of Weil representations, and each V extends to a repre-
sentation of W (XFn

q
, x) for some n, automatically compatible with the Frobenius action
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on O(W̟red
1 (X, x̄)) (which then corresponds to the adjoint action). Since a Weil repre-

sentation is pure of weight w if and only if the restricted W (XFn
q
, x)-representation is

so, it suffices to show that the W (XFn
q
, x)-representation

H1(X, V∨)⊗ V

is mixed for each irreducible π1(X, x̄)-representation with (Fn)∗V ∼= V .

The group W (XFn
q
, x) acts on H1(X, V∨) by composing the canonical map

W (XFn
q
, x) → Z with the Frobenius action arising from the Weil structure of V . By

Lafforgue’s Theorem, we may assume that V is pure of weight zero (by Schur’s Lemma,
note that different choices of Frobenius action on V all give the same adjoint action
on End(V )). From Deligne’s Weil II theorems ([Del] Corollaries 3.3.4 – 3.3.6), it then
follows that H1(X, V∨) is mixed of non-negative weight, so H1(X, V∨)⊗V must also be
mixed of non-negative weight, V being pure of weight 0.

Corollary 1.18. If X is smooth, then the quotient map W̟1(X, x̄)→ W̟red
1 (X, x̄) has

a unique Weil-equivariant section.

Proof. In this case, the weights of H1(X, V∨) ⊗ V are strictly positive (1 or 2), so
O(W̟1(X, x̄))/O(W̟red

1 (X, x̄)) is of strictly positive weights, giving us a decomposition

O(W̟1(X, x̄)) =W0O(W̟1(X, x̄))⊕W+O(W̟1(X, x̄)).

Projection onto W0O(W̟1(X, x̄)) = O(W̟red
1 (X, x̄)) yields the section.

Corollary 1.19. If f : X → Y is a morphism of connected varieties over F̄p, with X
smooth, and V a semisimple constructible Ql-local system underlying a Weil sheaf on
Y , then f−1V is semisimple.

Proof. If V is of rank n, then it corresponds to a homomorphism W̟(Y, ȳ)red →
GL(n, Ql), or equivalently

O(GLn)→ O(W̟(Y, ȳ)red) ≤ W0O(W̟(Y, ȳ)),

so f−1V must correspond to

O(GLn)→W0O(W̟1(X, x̄)) = O(W̟red
1 (X, x̄)),

as f commutes with Frobenius. Therefore f−1V is semisimple.

2 Structure of the fundamental group

2.1 Comparison of cohomology groups

Fix a pro-finite group Γ, a reductive pro-algebraic group R over Ql, and a Zariski-dense
continuous representation ρ : Γ→ R(Ql).

We adapt the following definition from [Hai2] to pro-finite groups:
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Definition 2.1. Define the Malcev completion (Γ)ρ,Mal of Γ relative to ρ to be the
universal diagram

Γ→ (Γ, ρ)Mal p
−→ R,

with p a pro-unipotent extension, and the composition equal to ρ.

Remark 2.2. Observe that if Γ = π1(X, x̄) and R = W̟red
1 (X, x̄), with ρ the canonical

map, then Lemma 1.15 shows that

(Γ, ρ)Mal = W̟1(X, x̄).

Lemma 2.3. For any finite-dimensional R-representation V , the canonical maps

Hi(Γρ,Mal, V )→ Hi(Γ, V ),

are bijective for i = 0, 1 and injective for i = 2.

Proof. In both cases H0(V ) = V R and H1(V ) is the set of continuous derivations from
Γ to V , which coincides with the definition of the tangent space. We now adapt the
argument of [Hai1] §5.

Writing G := Γρ,Mal, we know that H2(G,V ) is the set of isomorphism classes of
extensions

0→ V → E → G→ 1,

which pulls back to give the extension

0→ V → E(Ql)×G Γ→ Γ→ 1

of topological groups. It follows from [Wei] 6.11.15 that H2(Γ, V ) classifies such exten-
sions.

If this extension is trivial, then we have a section Γ → E(Ql), and hence a section
G→ E, establishing injectivity.

Remarks 2.4. 1. In the terminology of [Pri2], note that the vector space-valued func-
tors on Rep(R) given by

V 7→ Hi(G,V )

, for a pro-unipotent extension G → R, are the tangent space and universal
obstruction space of the functor

U 7→ Hom(G,R ⋉ U)R/U

on N (R).

For the latter, observe that if we have a small extension U ′ → U with kernel V ,
and a map f : G → R ⋉ U over R, then G ×R⋉U R ⋉ U ′ is an extension of G by
V , which splits if and only if f lifts to R ⋉ U ′.

2. Note that the cohomological comparison maps above can be defined in terms
of derived functors, by comparing the categories of G-representations, Γ-
representations over Ql and Γ-representations over Zl. In particular, this means
that they respect cup products.
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Remark 2.5. For a pro-unipotent group U equipped with an R-action, note that in the
terminology of [Pri2], the vector space-valued functors on Rep(R) given by

V 7→ Hi(U, V )R

are the tangent space and universal obstruction space of u for i = 1, 2 respectively.

For the final observation, note that if we have a small extension h′ → h with kernel
V , and a map f : Γ→ R⋉ h, then Γ×R⋉hR⋉ h′ is an extension of Γ by V , which splits
if and only if f lifts to h′.

Lemma 2.6. If G = R ⋉ U , for U pro-unipotent, then for any R-representation V ,

Hi(G,V ) ∼= (Hi(U, Ql)⊗ V )R.

Proof. The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence gives

Ha(R,Hb(U, V )) =⇒ Ha+b(G,V ),

but R is reductive, so cohomologically trivial, giving

Hi(G,V ) ∼= Hi(U, V )R ∼= (Hi(U, Ql)⊗ V )R,

the last isomorphism following since V is an R-representation.

Lemma 2.7. If U is a pro-unipotent algebraic group with associated Lie algebra u, then

H∗(U, Ql) ∼= H∗(u, Ql).

Proof. Observe that the categories of U -representations and of u-representations are
equivalent.

Proposition 2.8. Given a pointed connected algebraic variety (Z, z̄) with étale funda-
mental group Γ, and a constructible Ql-local system V on Z, the canonical maps

Hi(Γ, Vz̄)→ Hi(Z, V)

are bijective for i = 0, 1, and injective for i = 2.

Proof. It suffices to prove this for finite local systems W. If we write Γα for the finite
quotients of Γ, then the canonical Γα-torsors Yα form an inverse system of varieties over
Z, giving a Leray spectral sequence

lim
−→

Ha(Γα,Hb(Yα, W)) =⇒ Ha+b(Z, W).

The result now follows from the observation that for α sufficiently large, H0(Yα, W) ∼=
Wz̄ and H1(Yα, W) = 0.
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2.2 Frobenius actions

We retain the conventions of §1.2, assuming furthermore that X is either proper or
smooth.

Definition 2.9. As in Theorem 1.17, O(W̟red
1 (X, x̄)) is the sheaf of algebras on X

corresponding to the vector space O(W̟red
1 (X, x̄)) equipped with its left ̟red

1 (X, x̄)-
action. From now on, we will simply denote this sheaf by O. This is a pure Weil sheaf
of weight 0. The Frobenius actions on the cohomology groups Hi(X, O) combine with
the right ̟red

1 (X, x̄)-actions to make them mixed Weil representations.

Theorem 2.10. There is an isomorphism

Lie(Ru(W̟1(X, x̄))) ∼= L(H1(X, O)∨)/(f(H2(X, O)∨)),

where L(V ) is the free pro-nilpotent Lie algebra on generators V , and

f : H2(X, O)∨ → Γ2L(H1(X, O)∨)

is R-equivariant and preserves the (Frobenius) weight decompositions of [Del] 3.3.7. The
resulting weight decomposition on Ru(W̟1(X, x̄)) is the same as the natural Weil weight
decomposition of Theorem 1.17.

Moreover, for f := L(H1(X, O)∨), the quotient map

f : H2(X, O)∨ → Γ2f/Γ3f ∼=
∧2

(H1(X, O)∨)

is dual to the cup product

H1(X, O)×H1(X, O)
∪
−→ H2(X, O).

Proof. Write G := W̟1(X, x̄), R := W̟red
1 (X, x̄), U := Ru(W̟1(X, x̄)) and u :=

Lie(U). By Lemmas 2.6–2.7, Lemma 1.9 and Proposition 2.8, we know that there
is a canonical isomorphism

H1(u, Ql) ∼= H1(X, O)

of R-representations. Since this isomorphism is functorial, it is Frobenius-equivariant.

We now make use of Theorem 1.17, which gives a weight decomposition on u (which
is R-semilinear). In fact, the theorem gives a weight decomposition on G, so we have
an action of Gm ⋉ R on U . To see that the Frobenius decomposition corresponds to
the Weil decomposition, note that the action of Fx ∈ W (X0, x) determines the Weil
decomposition.

We may choose a lift of the map

u→ u/[u, u] = H1(u, Ql)
∨ ∼= H1(X, O)∨

as a Gm ⋉R-representation. Writing f := L(H1(X, O)∨), this gives the surjection f ։ u.

If J is the kernel of this surjection, then

J/[f, J ] ∼= H2(u, Ql)
∨,
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and this isomorphism is also Gm ⋉ R-linear. Once again, we may use reductivity of
Gm ⋉ R to choose a lift, giving

H2(u, Ql)
∨ → J,

and we define f : H2(X, O)∨ → J to be the composition of this with the maps of Lemma
2.3 and Proposition 2.8.

Finally, the characterisation of the cup product is a standard result in Lie algebra
cohomology, being dual to the map J/[f, J ]→ [f, f]/[f, [f, f]].

Corollary 2.11. If X is smooth and proper, then

Lie(Ru(W̟1(X, x̄)))

is quadratically presented.

In fact, there is an isomorphism of Weil representations

Lie(Ru(W̟1(X, x̄))) ∼= L(H1(X, O)∨)/(∪̌H2(X, O)∨)),

where ∪̌ is dual to the cup product.

Proof. This follows since, under these hypotheses, [Del] Corollaries 3.3.4–3.3.6 imply
that H1(X, O) is pure of weight 1, and H2(X, O) is pure of weight 2. This makes the
choices of lifts unique, and hence Frobenius-equivariant.

Corollary 2.12. If X is smooth and proper, there is a canonical equivalence of cate-
gories between:

1. the full subcategory C of the category of constructible local systems over Ql on X
whose objects are subsystems of Weil sheaves, and

2. the category of pairs (W, α), for W ∈ C semisimple and α ∈ H1(X,End(W)) with
α ∪ α = 0.

Corollary 2.13. If X is smooth and proper, then the pro-unipotent Malcev completion

π1(X, x̄)⊗Ql

is quadratically presented.

In fact,

L(π1(X, x̄), Ql) ∼= L(H1(X, Ql)
∨)/(∪̌H2(X, Ql)

∨)),

where ∪̌ is dual to the cup product.

Proof. The pro-unipotent completion π1(X, x̄) ⊗ Ql is just the maximal quotient
θ♯Ru(̟1(X, x̄)) of Ru(̟1(X, x̄)), for θ : ̟red

1 (X, x̄) → 1, on which π1(X, x̄) acts triv-
ially.
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Example 2.14. This implies that, for X smooth and proper, the pro-l quotient πl
1(X, x̄)

of π1(X, x̄) cannot be the Heisenberg group

H3(Zl) =











1 x y
0 1 z
0 0 1



 ∈ GL3(Zl)







,

since this is not of quadratic presentation (in particular, this can be inferred from the
non-vanishing of the Massey triple product on H1(π1(X, x̄), Ql) — see [ABC+] Ch.3 §3
for criteria for a Lie algebra to be quadratically presented).

Corollary 2.15. If X is smooth and proper, then

L(π1(X, x̄))/Γ3(L(π1(X, x̄))) ≇ L(V )/Γ3(L(V )),

for any free Lie algebra L(V ).

Proof. As for [ABC+] Proposition 3.25, making use of the Hard Lefschetz Theorem
([Del] Theorem 4.1) to see that H1(X, Ql) × H1(X, Ql) → H2(X, Ql) must be non-
degenerate.

Corollary 2.16. If X is smooth, then

Lie(Ru(W̟1(X, x̄)))

is a quotient of the free pro-nilpotent Lie algebra L(H1(X, O)∨) by an ideal which is
finitely generated by elements of bracket length 2, 3, 4.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.10 since, under these hypotheses, [Del] Corollaries
3.3.4–3.3.6 imply that H1(X, O) is of weights 1 and 2, while H2(X, O) is of weights 2, 3
and 4.

Corollary 2.17. If X is smooth, then

π1(X, x̄)⊗Ql

is a quotient of the free Lie algebra L(H1(X, Ql)
∨) by an ideal which is finitely generated

by elements of bracket length 2, 3, 4.

Example 2.18. Thus πl
1(X, x̄) cannot be the group

















1 ∗ ∗

0
. . . ∗

0 0 1






∈ GL5(Zl)











.

Remark 2.19. If X is singular and proper, weights tell us nothing about the structure
of the fundamental group, since zero weights are permitted, so any equations may arise.
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2.3 Further examples

We will now show how Theorem 2.10 can be used to establish stronger restrictions on
the fundamental group.

Corollary 2.20. Let G be an arbitrary reductive Ql- algebraic group, acting on a unipo-
tent Ql-algebraic group U defined by homogeneous equations, i.e. u ∼= gru as Lie algebras
with G-actions.

1. If X is smooth and proper, and

ρ2 : W (X0, x)→ (U/[U, [U,U ]]) ⋊ G

is a Zariski-dense representation, then

ρ1 : π1(X,x)→ (U/[U,U ]) ⋊ G

lifts to a representation

ρ : π1(X,x)→ U ⋊ G.

2. If X is merely smooth, and

ρ4 : W (X0, x)→ (U/Γ5U) ⋊ G

is a Zariski-dense representation, then

ρ1 : π1(X,x)→ (U/[U,U ]) ⋊ G

lifts to a representation

ρ : π1(X,x)→ U ⋊ G.

Proof. As for [Pri2] Corollary 6.4.

Remarks 2.21. Note that Corollaries 2.11 and 2.16 imply the results of [Pri1]:

The problem considered in [Pri1] is to fix a reductive representation
ρ0 : W (X0, x)→ G(Ql), and consider lifts ρ : π1(X, x̄) → G(A), for Artinian rings
A. The hull of this functor is the functor

A 7→ Homπ1(X,x̄)(Ru(̟1(X, x̄)), exp(g⊗mA)),

where g is the Lie algebra of G, regarded as the adjoint representation. It follows that
this hull then has generators Homπ1(X,x̄)(g,H1), and relations

Homπ1(X,x)(g,H2)→ Symm2Homπ1(X,x)(g,H1)

given by composing the coproduct and the Lie bracket, where

Hi := Hi(X, O(̟red
1 (X, x̄)))∨.
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Definition 2.22. A representation ρ : Γ→ G of a pro-finitely generated group Γ is said
to be rigid if the orbit G(ρ) ⊂ Hom(Γ, G) under the conjugation action is open in the
l-adic topology. Observe that this is equivalent to the condition that H1(Γ,Lie(G)) = 0,
since this is the dimension of the quotient space at [ρ].

A representation is properly rigid if the representation to the Zariski closure of its
image is rigid.

The following lemma is inspired by the observation in [Sim] that rigidity ensures
that a local system on a complex projective variety is a variation of Hodge structure.

Lemma 2.23. Every properly rigid representation ρ : π1(X, x̄) → G extends to a rep-
resentation of W (Xk′ , x), for some finite extension k ⊂ k′.

Proof. Replace G by the Zariski closure of the image of ρ. If we give the set N the mul-
tiplicative ordering, then it becomes a poset, and Fn

x ρn∈N is a net in Hom(π1(X, x̄), G).
Since Fn

x → 1, this net tends to ρ. Since G(ρ) is an open neighbourhood of ρ, there
exists an n for which Fn

x ρ ∈ G(ρ); let Fn
x = adg(ρ). We may now define a representation

π1(X, x̄) ⋊ 〈Fn
x 〉

(ρ,g)
−−−→ G,

noting that the former group is W (Xk′ , x), for k ⊂ k′ a degree n extension.

Remark 2.24. Observe that the lemma remains true under the weaker hypothesis that
Im (H1(π1(X, x̄),Lie(Im ρ))→ H1(π1(X, x̄),Lie(G))) = 0.

Proposition 2.25. If X is smooth and proper, and Γ := π1(X, x̄) = ∆⋊Λ, let H be the
Zariski closure of the image of Λ in Aut(∆⊗Ql). If H is reductive, H1(Λ,Lie(H)) = 0,
and HomΛ(∆/[∆,∆],Lie(H)) = 0, then ∆⊗Ql is quadratically presented.

Proof. First observe that the representation ρ : Γ → Λ → H is rigid. This follows
because the condition H1(Λ,Lie(H)) = 0 ensures that Λ→ H is rigid, so any represen-
tation Γ → H ⋉ ǫLie(H) (for ǫ2 = 0) must be conjugate to one which restricts to ρ on
Λ. The image of ∆ must also lie in Lie(H), so the representation is determined by an
element of HomΛ(∆/[∆,∆],Lie(H)) = 0, so it must be ρ. Therefore, by Lemma 2.23, ρ
extends to a Weil representation (possibly after changing the base field).

Hence ρ factors as π1(X, x̄)→ W̟red
1 (X, x̄)

θ
−→ H. Now, by Corollary 2.11, we know

that
θ♯Lie(Ru(W̟1(X, x̄)))

must be quadratically presented. The proof now proceeds as in [Pri2] Proposition
6.7.

Example 2.26. Let d be the free Ẑ-module

d := Ẑx⊕ Ẑy ⊕
1

2
Ẑ[x, y],

which has the structure of a Lie algebra, with [x, y] in the centre. The Campbell-
Baker-Hausdorff formula enables us to regard ∆ := exp(d) as the profinite group with
underlying set d and product

a · b = a + b +
1

2
[a, b],
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since all higher brackets vanish.
Let exp(h) := ∆⊗Ql; this is isomorphic to the three-dimensional l-adic Heisenberg

group.
Observe that Aut(∆⊗Ql) ∼= GL2(Ql), and that SL2(Ẑ) acts on ∆ by the formula:

A(v,w) := (Av, (det A)w) = (Av,w),

for v ∈ Ẑx⊕ Ẑy and w ∈ 1
2 Ẑ[x, y].

The group
Γ := ∆ ⋊ SL2(Ẑ);

cannot be the geometric fundamental group of any smooth proper variety defined over
the algebraic closure of a finite field.

Proof. We wish to show that Γ→ Aut(∆⊗Ql) is properly rigid. For this, it will suffice
to show that Λ→ Aut(∆⊗Ql) is properly rigid, and that HomΛ(∆/[∆,∆], sl2(Ql)) = 0.

To prove the first, observe that

SL2(Ẑ) =
∏

ν prime

SL2(Zν),

and that only pro-l groups contribute to cohomology. We need to show that the only
derivations SL2(Zl) → sl2(Ql) are inner derivations. Now, for N sufficiently large,
exp : lNsl2(Zl) → SL2(Zl) converges, and it follows from the simplicity of sl2(Zl) that
any derivation must agree with an inner derivation when restricted to exp(lNsl2(Zl)).
Since this is a subgroup of finite index, and sl2(Ql) is torsion-free, the derivation and
inner derivation must agree on the whole of SL2(Zl), as required.

To prove the second, observe that Q2
l and sl2(Ql) are distinct irreducible SL2(Zl)-

representations.
We therefore conclude from the previous proposition that Γ cannot be the fundamen-

tal group of any smooth proper variety defined over the algebraic closure of a finite field,
since the action of SL2(Ẑ) on h is semisimple, hence reductive, and h is not quadratically
presented.

Alternatively, we could use Corollary 2.20 to prove that Γ is not such a group. Let
G = SL2(Ql), u = L(Q2

l ) and U = exp(u). Observe that h ∼= u/[u, [u, u]], and let ρ2 be
the standard embedding

ρ2 : ∆ ⋊ SL2(Ẑ)→ exp(h) ⋊ SL2(Ql),

which extends to a Weil representation by Lemma 2.23 and the above calculation.
Since all triple commutators vanish in H, this does not lift to a representation

ρ : ∆ ⋊ SL2(Ẑ)→ U ⋊ SL2(Ql).

Note that Corollary 2.17 cannot be used to exclude this group — the abelianisation
of Γ is a torsion group, as SL2 acts irreducibly on the abelianisation of h, so Γ⊗Ql = 1,
which is quadratically presented.
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Example 2.27. Let d be the free Ẑ-module on generators

x, y,
1

2
[xy],

1

12
[x[xy]],

1

12
[y[xy]],

1

24
[x[x[xy]]],

1

24
[x[y[xy]]],

1

24
[y[y[xy]]];

this has a Lie algebra structure, with all quintuple commutators vanishing. We define
∆ := exp(d), the group whose underlying set is d, given a group structure via the
truncated Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula:

a · b = a + b +
1

2
[a, b] +

1

12
([a, [a, b]] − [b, [a, b]]) −

1

24
[a, [b, [a, b]]].

Again, let Λ := SL2(Ẑ), acting in the natural way on Ẑx⊕ Ẑy, with the action extending
to the whole of ∆ via the laws of Lie algebras. Then

Γ := ∆ ⋊ SL2(Ẑ)

cannot be the geometric fundamental group of any smooth variety defined over the
algebraic closure of a finite field.

Proof. Let G = SL2(Ql), and let u = L(Q2
l ) and U = exp(u). Observe that

h := L(∆, Ql) ∼= u/Γ5u,

and let ρ4 be the standard embedding

ρ4 : ∆ ⋊ SL2(Ẑ)→ exp(h) ⋊ SL2(Ql),

which extends to a Weil representation by Lemma 2.23 and calculation in the previous
example.

Since all quintuple commutators vanish in H, this does not lift to a representation

ρ : ∆ ⋊ SL2(Ẑ)→ U ⋊ SL2(Ql),

which gives a contradiction, by Corollary 2.20.
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